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Preface 
The LaZerBear Market saga is a cross-media epic comprised of nine books and two 

videogames exploring a fantastical alternate history of the planet Earth and its residents. This 
guidebook is a shared space where I update my list of characters, locations, and important 
events while letting other people get an overview of what's in the series. Because the narrative 
is told across loosely-connected short stories and multiple games, sometimes it’s too much to 
remember, so I started the Guidebook to keep everything in order. Something between a wiki, 
design document, and literature solicitation, the Guidebook is the best way to get a sense of 
the tone and scope of the saga.   



 
 

Ages of Decay 
The prose portion of the LaZerBear Market saga is a collection of short stories (grouped 

into eight books) collectively titled Ages of Decay. Made up of two trilogies and a pair of 
bookends, Ages of Decay is an alternate history of the planet Earth, told via snippets and 
vignettes taken from the experiences of two rather different time-travellers, as they change 
and are changed by tweaks to the timeline.   
 

TERROR on the Silent Slopes 
Contains: 

‘Quicksilver’ 
‘Check-in’ 

‘Old Friends, New Mysteries’ 
‘Lobby Bar Blues’ 

‘Naturalism’ 
‘Underclass Evolution’ 

Presenting for the first time ever, the lost last chapter of the RONNIE RACE saga, 
unpublished in his lifetime! THRILL at the story of Ronnie's last ride on his 
quicksilver skis! MARVEL at the untold tale of the diplomatic incident high in the 
Himalayas! TREMBLE at the fate of Ronnie's best pal JET TURGID! BE ASSURED that 
this is a book of high quality! 

 
MURDER at the Maintown Museum! 

Contains: 
‘Clean Hands, Pure Hearts’ 

‘Bullets on the Rocks’ 
‘A Reception to Die For’ 

‘The Marionette’s Murder Mystery’ 
‘Bad Mummy’ 

UH-OH! There's something lurking in Maintown Museum, and it's not just the 
security guard! WHAT was in the small box with no return address? WHO was 
singing show tunes in the shadows? WHY would someone want to kill the 
Archbishop? Maintown Newspaper's hard-hitting teen journalist DAISY KAINE is on 
the case, but can she solve the mystery of the missing mummy before MURDER 
makes more mischief?! Find the answers in this thrilling crossover between 
AMERICAN ALL-STAR and the well-loved Meatpacking Murder Mysteries! 
 

WEREWOLVES 420 
Contains: 

‘Super Silver Sale’ 
‘Harvest Moon’ 

MIDNIGHT at Pirate’s Cove 
‘Every Party is a Preparty’ 



it's werewolves but they have the munchies so they're extra hungry. 
 

Fall of the Thunder Lizards 
Contains: 

‘Deathtown’ 
‘Operation Dragon’s Claw’ 

‘The Blessing’ 
An ancient enemy. A forgotten battle. Revenge served half a century too late... 

When the newest recruit to the RAF’s Thunder Lizards crash lands in the 
countryside of occupied France, he uncovers something that could change the 
course of the war, and the world, forever. Racing to disrupt this latest Nazi 
experiment, the flying dinosaur finds his true enemy has escaped. Decades later the 
hunt is on again, as an old soldier finds himself on one last mission, to stop the 
impossible foe that eluded him so many years ago. 
 

COPS!: Shot in the Face 
Contains: 

‘Perpy Pants’ 
‘Berserker’ 

‘Safety Danger’ 
‘Chekhov’s Schrodinger’ 

Hey buddy, whadja expect? It’s right there on the label! BLAM! 
 

IRON SQUALL: A Gringo McGarp Thriller 
Contains: 

‘Birthright’ 
‘Lessons’ 

‘Honor Code’ 
‘Carnivale’ 

‘Capital MURDER!’ 
In this terrifying coming-of-age drama, teen Rick experiences the happiness and 

heartbreak of the sports world as he tries to follow his dreams of becoming a 
professional night soil player. When Rick goes missing just after graduation, the case 
is taken up by his distant uncle Randy ‘Gringo’ McGarp, head of security for the 
Queen’s Bouffant, flagship of the second-largest north Florida cruise line. Exploding 
from the main streets of small town America to the shining stadiums of the 
country's capital, IRON SQUALL blows the face off the thriller genre.   
 

DEVIL 
Contains: 
‘Prologue’ 

‘The Game of the Sling’ 
‘King Cannibal’ 
‘Noctur Yule’ 



DEVIL reveals the secret prehistory of magic in the world and the bloody path it 
took to the present day. RECOIL at the horror of ancient Man's first vision! WONDER 
at the cruel genius of the boy that became king! FEAR the miracle of death-from-
life! FEAST on the narrative victuals within! 
 

futurepop: A Vision of Tomorrow 
Contains: 

‘Futuristic Sex Prom’ 
‘'CYBERGUN NUMBER ONE' #3 feat. CODENAME: McGarp 2099 (Book II of Genesis 

Arcadium)’ 
‘Wet Death’ 

‘Men of the Plain’ 
‘Wednesdays at the Limb Market’ 

‘A Star on its own’ 
‘INSIDE A US MILITARY AIRCRAFT’ 

‘Light in the Vanice Arboretum’ 
BEHOLD this terrifying true history of the future, found in a cosmic bottle on some 

distant chrono-shore! BEWARE! Those tied too closely to their pitiful linear 
existence cannot handle the volume of mind-bending imaginationism in these 
stories! Only for the bravest of sci-fi explorers, futurepop will send you to the 
farthest reaches of human perception and beyond! 

  



dankbot adventures 
dankbot adventures is a cross-genre game currently under development for PC and 

consoles. Picking up where futurepop leaves off, the game follows a reactivated dankbot as it 
tries to make its way to the fabled LaZerBear Park while avoiding the horrors of a post-
apocalyptic world, gaining all sorts of new friends along the way. The game will be released in 
the thirteen serial chapters, with each chapter highlighting a particular playstyle, genre, and/or 
era/theme from videogame history.  
 

Chapter One: Forest 
 An ancient dankbot has awoken in the ruins of a once-great city. As it explores a 
landscape reclaimed by the ancient forest, the rumblings of a long-silent machine 
shake the foundations of the earth and point the way toward a mythical palace in 
the night sky. dankbot must free its friends and activate the sky-ship to begin the 
journey of a thousand thousand lifetimes! 
 Included playstyles: open world, racing, party game, puzzle, platformer, golf. 
 

Chapter Two: Desert 
 After an initially successful launch dankbot and friends find themselves grounded, 
attacked by a monster as big as a thundercloud and with teeth of sharpened 
electricity. As they trudge through the wastes of a world long past, they discover 
the strange metabolic cycle of an ecosystem overturned by the fabled Rococo Virus.  
 Included playstyles: open world, resource management, vehicle, platformer. 
 

Chapter Three: City of the Storm 
 Taking refuge from the daemon of the air that has hounded them at every step, 
dankbot and friends must outfit their ship with supplies and a crew bold enough to 
stand against the elemental madness. 
 Included playstyles: open world, RPG, resource management, puzzle.  
 

Chapter Four: City of the Earth 
 Having felled the thunderous leviathan, the party is welcomed to the great cliff 
city of a new civilization, the hopeful center of a world torn asunder. 
 Included playstyles: open world, RPG, puzzle, platformer, cooking/alchemy.  
 

Chapter Five:  The Sorcerer’s War 
 dankbot’s expedition finds its way to the first of the ancient caskets buried in the 
womb of the earth, temporal arks left behind as part of some grand scheme by the 
Nightshade Club. The storyteller inside reveals a secret history of magic’s first 
conquest, and the terrible price paid by those who would not submit.  
 Included playstyles: platformer, RPG, 3rd-person combat, real-time strategy. 
 

Chapter Six: City of the Sun 
 A shining spire of the apex organism! A golden monument to the progress of 
capital! What fate befell this pinnacle of human achievement so many years ago, 



and what foul anchor drags the floating city closer to the depths with each rotation? 
dankbot and friends investigate these glorious ruins, but soon find the temple of the 
sky is not as empty as it seemed… 
 Included playstyles: open world, platformer, puzzle, survival horror.  
 

Chapter Seven: Terror 
 The data vault in the City of the Sun points the way toward the next Nightshade 
casket, and the girl inside speaks of uprising and a revolution from before the end. 
As Popojojo details her daring escape from and triumphant return to the prison 
nation of her birth, the expedition finds a signal from another casket, unmarked and 
unfound by the Nightshade Club’s agents. 
 Included playstyles: platformer, puzzle, 3rd-person combat, freerun. 
 

Chapter Eight: War of Wars 
 The expedition discovers a military-grade exoskeleton buried under millennia of 
sediment, still functioning but without the components necessary to complete the 
medical reconstruction of its inhabitant. However, connecting the unit to their ship 
allows dankbot and friends to view its undamaged databanks, revealing the day the 
world fell through the eyes of one who was there.  
 Included playstyles: 3rd/1st-person combat, vehicle.  
 

Chapter Nine:  City of the Moon 
 What is the shadow deeper than the darkness? Where do the children of 
tomorrow go when they are lost in the woods? What happens when a vampire bites 
a dankbot? 
 Included playstyles: party game, sports, cooking/alchemy, platformer, puzzle. 
 

Chapter Ten: City of the Sea 
 With the help of their new allies, dankbot and friends gain entry to the seat of 
power in the hermit civilization, the great domed outpost that sits on the edge of 
the world and sways with the rhythm of the waves. They spread out across the city, 
seeking the tools that might help them wake their sleeping companion from within 
their broken cask, but mischief abounds in these streets and alleyways. 
 Included playstyles: open world, RPG, puzzle, platformer, freerun, party game. 
 

Chapter Eleven:  Horror 
 After the fall those with the power to hide did so. Safe from the monsters outside, 
they succumbed to the monsters within. The survivor has awoken, but at what cost 
to dankbot and friends? 
 Included playstyles: survival horror, 3rd/1st-person combat.  
 

Chapter Twelve: The Battle of Spiritus Mundi 
 The thrilling climax to LaZerBear Market arrives as dankbot and friends race to 
defeat the Rococo Star and free the world from the grasp of the everynothing! 



 Included playstyles: vehicle, 3rd-person combat.  
 

Chapter Thirteen: Epilogue 
 The dawn of a new world breaks! Join dankbot and friends as they step into their 
next adventure beyond the sky! 
 Included playstyles: open world, vehicle, racing, sports, puzzle, platformer, 
cooking/alchemy, party game.  
 

  



Popojojo 
Popojojo is a 2D sidescrolling adventure currently under development for PC and 

consoles. A standalone epilogue to the LaZerBear saga, Popojojo follows the titular character as 
she collects the necessary ingredients for each of her village’s seasonal festivals. Returning 
home from her adventure on the thirteenth day of the thirteenth month in the last year of the 
old world, Popojojo must collect each of the special regents while developing her alchemical 
abilities over the course of five short chapters.  

Included playstyles: platformer, puzzle, cooking/alchemy, gardening.  
 

 
  



Characters and Locations 
 

American All-Star 
The most successful of the early Modernist kid detectives, American All-Star 

appeared in a number of novels and short stories, including audience-specific 
rebrandings such as All-Star America (a Latina version of the character), American 
All-Star Sisters (a pair of African American twins), and American All-Star Amateur 
(an adults-only adaptation). While the character Ronnie Race appears in timelines 
that include the American All-Star and American All-Star Amateur books, he is never 
comorbid with All-Star America or the American All-Star Sisters, suggesting that the 
relatively few timelines in which Ronnie appears are overwhelming contaminated 
by a strain white supremacist patriarchy.  
 
Blood Bairns 
 Child vampire-hunters turned child vampires, the Blood Bairns are known to lurk 
around the abandoned castle and haunted forest to the west of the last LaZerBear 
Market. While viciously antagonistic toward the CopBots that roam the remains of 
the great city, they are rumored to be more amenable to anyone offering to find 
their missing coffins, scattered somewhere around Puzzle Fox Hill.  
  
Bubbler and Chillum 

Two animated cats, Bubbler and Chillum were the stars of the LaZerBear Cannabis 
Company's first advergame. Although the game was a commercial flop, it laid the 
groundwork for later experiments in innovative propaganda, eventually inspiring 
some of the attractions at the never-opened LaZerBear lunar entertainment 
complex known as LaZerBear Park. 

 
Bull Mastiff 

The patriarch of the prominent London family and host to a grand Christmas party 
each year. The end of the Mastiff and Sons shipping empire came with the death of 
the titular Mastiff and sons during their last Christmas party.  

 
Bristle and Tobac 

Two retired Royal Marines, Bristle and Tobac are a pair of dogs tasked with 
protecting the playroom of the emperor’s son. The violence they are trained to 
inflict is a violence done to them as well.  
 
CopBots 
 The colloquial name for any kind of security robot, with the semi-fictional 
character Robot Noir being the most famous. 
 
dankbot 

dankbot is a cannabis vending machine designed by the LaZerBear Cannabis 
Company after LaZerBear Market expanded into production. Though originally 



conceived purely as a character that would exist in advertisements and marketing 
copy, the company did eventually intend to deploy dankbots across their global real 
estate. However, records indicate that only three models were ever actually 
produced, due to the prohibitively-expensive hover technology incorporated into 
the module's base.  

 
Daisy Kaine 

The agent responsible for collecting the cross-temporal stories contained within 
Ages of Decay, Daisy has found her own narrative exploded across every potential 
reality as a result of her multiversal travel, appearing at various times and in various 
universes as "Daisy Kane," "Dekra Kairn," "Dupa Kay", and so on. Identified in 
historical records thanks to the recurring symbol of DK, she remains the only known 
member of the Nightshade Club, apparently having been inducted some time in 
primary school. 
 
Deathtown 

A funerary town built as the ostentatious crypt for the head of one of the most 
powerful cartels of the early twenty-first century, Deathtown was opened to the 
living only once, on the day of the funeral. Following the massacre that took place 
on the same day, Deathtown was closed for the duration of the investigation before 
being abandoned to the desert sands.  

 
Genesis Arcadium 

The Genesis Arcadium space station was the crown jewel of the Globo-Bank Corp 
Public Service Division, which funded public spaces in return for complete biometric 
and neurological scans of every person who used them. Popular for school dances 
and sporting events, the space station was destroyed by an impact of unknown 
origin.  

 
Gods of the Earth 

These creatures emerged from the churning depths of the Rococo Virus and laid 
waste to the remains of civilization. Ranging in size from mice to meteorological 
monsters, their dominion over the world has at times been tested but is yet to be 
overthrown.  

 
Gringo McGarp 

Born on a cruise ship in international waters, Randy ‘Gringo’ McGarp is a man with 
no nation and a sense of justice all his own. He appears in the popular Gringo 
McGarp series of espionage thrillers, with the most famous being the IRON SQUALL 
trilogy: IRON SQUALL, Ladies Night at McGarp’s Cevicheria, and Ghost Ship at the 
Cabana Casablanca.  

 
Jet Turgid 



Platonic head of security for the Race family, Jet is a former special operator and 
current head of TURGID SECURITY SOLUTIONS. His own series of JET TURGID: 
Codename Tomahawk erotic thrillers eventually proved to be more successful than 
the Ronnie Race books from which it spun off, partially due to the rapid cancellation 
of Ronnie’s stories following TERROR on the Silent Slopes. 

 
LaZerBear 

The mascot of the LaZerBear Market bodegas and automats, the character was 
developed during the 1930s to capitalize on the emerging space race. A bear in a 
spacesuit with lasers, LaZerBear proved extremely successful and contributed to the 
rapid expansion of the Market and its spinoff, the LaZerBear Cannabis Company. 
 
LaZerBear Market 

The only surviving outpost of this popular automat sits on the eastern shore of an 
island in the Northern Ocean. 

 
LaZerBear Park 

Located on the moon, the complex was rumored to be in development prior to the 
calamity, though whether it was ever actually built remains unclear; promotional 
materials were released just prior to the advent of the Rococo Virus but the 
existence of the park remained unconfirmed before most records cease.  
 
The Nightshade Club 

A private club whose history goes back further than language, the Nightshade Club 
inducts new members only once every thirteen years, and the requirements for 
entry remain unknown. 

 
Pirate’s Cove 

A town on the western coast of the Empire, Pirate’s Cove was well-known in the 
twentieth century for its high murder rate and vibrant arts community. 
 
Popojojo 

Popojojo is a young girl that looks like a ghost but is not one. 
 

Remy Pupshot 
Star of the Meatpacking Murder Mystery series, Pupshot is a hard-drinking 
detective in the Chicago Police Department.  

 
Rick Weight 

High-school sports star turned wandering carny, Rick Weight spent most of his life 
avoiding responsibility and looking for cheap thrills while failing to live out his 
father’s dream of becoming a star night soil player. Rick’s chillness is tested when - 
in his capacity as event security for the summer concert series - he spies some teens 
smoking outside the designated area.  



 
Robot Noir 

Robot Noir is the nickname given to security model Xt-88JB in the popular 
novelizations of its exploits. Starting life as a Smart Automated Teller Machine for 
Globo-Bank Corp, with each upgrade to its facial recognition and theft deterrent 
technologies Robot Noir became a more and more formidable corporate loyalty 
enforcement officer. Robot Noir’s story is collectively known as the Genesis 
Arcadium trilogy: CyberNOIR ON THE TECHNO BEAT, Issue #SeEv7vEeN: ''BAD 
DATA’’; 'CYBERGUN NUMBER ONE' #3 feat. CODENAME: McGarp 2099; GAIII: Robot 
Noir, Detective Robot Inspector as I tell you my robot story in the first person 
because I am a robot that thinks with internal 
thouuuuuuuuuuughughughughughughts*/¬`3. 

 
Robot Nori 

Created as part of an effort to recruit more young people into the bank police, 
Robot Nori was a limited-edition seaweed-based snack sold in the shape of the 
then-famous robot detective.  
 
The Rococo Virus 

An event that ruptured the fabric of semiotics and spacetime around the planet 
Earth. Contemporaneous documents refer to a ‘grey goo’, which subsequent 
scholars have understood to be an early reference to the Grey Sea that separates 
the major regions of the Earth. 
 
Ronnie Race 

International sports star and two-time Olympic skiing champion, Ronnie Race 
travels the world solving mysteries and battling the enemies of civilization in his 
titular adventures series. His exploits were dramatized in 23 Ronnie Race novels, the 
last being the unpublished TERROR on The Silent Slopes. The Ronnie Race novels 
had the distinction of being the first series published with limited edition variant 
covers, ranging from holographic foil imprints to black-and-white Hokusai sketches 
of the titular Ronnie, carving down the side of a towering mountain on his 
trademark ‘quicksilver skis’. Having lost both legs in the Heroin Wars, Queen 
Victoria was said to be a voracious consumer of Ronnie Race novels, and once she 
was even said to have rode a small boy down the banks of the Thames during a 
frost fair, in the manner of Ronnie and his beloved boyservant, Underclass Graff. 
 
The Silent City 

Too isolated from the rest of the Earth to make contact through the Rococo Virus’ 
Grey Sea, the silent city is a myth, a supposed bastion of magical sanctuary in the 
midst of the churning everynothing.  
 
Star 



The spacecraft Star was built from a decommissioned planet with funding from 
the Church of Universal Structure, intended to ferry the congregation to their final 
destination at the heart of the known universe.  
 
Suet and Friends Academy 

The elite primary school located in Washington, DC, Suet and Friends frequently 
acted as a base of operations for Daisy Kaine during her formative years. 
 
Underclass Graff 

Underclass was purchased from Her Majesty's Government following the Mastiff 
Incident and put into the employ of Ronnie Race and his father, Superior. His 
exploits following TERROR on The Silent Slopes remain unknown to literary history. 
 
Vanice Arboretum 

The landing site of Daisy Kaine’s final temporal-multiversal leap, the Arboretum is 
part of a massive cave system long since abandoned by the living.  

 
Wurstmen 

Created by an enterprising Man of Business looking to get around New York City's 
1861 ordinance banning any "wrestling, boxing with or without gloves, sparring 
contest, [or] trial of strength" within the city limits, the Wurstmen were a race of 
beings made entirely of sausages and animated by a proprietary ritual of arcane 
magic. As the Wurstmen were by legal definition a foodstuff and thus uninhibited 
by the ordinance, the bloody fights they engaged in made for some much-needed 
entertainment, comforting rich and poor alike as they watched a young nation 
march to war. 

Example: "NYC. March 8, 1862. 'WHAM! BAM! The fighters heave their meat 
against each other with concussive force, drowning out the baying of the crowd with 
the wet slap of dog on dog! The Wurstmen move on unsteady legs of encased offal, 
mimicking mensch with the help of those unspoken energies that give them life! 
Tonight there is blood in the mud of the city's newest park, and the punters who bet 
on Slim Jim go home empty-handed.'" 


